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nursing outcomes classification noc 3rd ed outcome labels and definitions 330 outcomes 2500 abuse cessation evidence that the victim is no longer hurt or exploited 2501 abuse protection protection of self or dependent others from abuse 2514 abuse recovery status, nursing outcomes classification noc 5th edition - promoting safe and effective nursing care nursing outcomes classification noc 5th edition standardizes the terminology and criteria needed to measure and evaluate outcomes that result from nursing interventions, nursing outcomes classification noc measurement of - promoting safe and effective nursing care nursing outcomes classification noc 6th edition standardizes the terminology and criteria needed to measure and evaluate outcomes that result from nursing interventions, umls metathesaurus noc nursing outcomes classification - the nursing outcomes classification noc 6th edition was developed and is maintained by the university of iowa college of nursing purpose noc provides a standardized classification system of patient outcomes for evaluating the effects of nursing interventions description noc outcomes are grouped hierarchically into 34 classes within seven domains, table of contents nursing outcomes classification noc - search tips phrase searching you can use double quotes to search for a series of words in a particular order for example world war ii with quotes will give more precise results than world war ii without quotes wildcard searching if you want to search for multiple variations of a word you can substitute a special symbol called a wildcard for one or more letters, nursing outcomes classification noc r2 digital library - promoting safe and effective nursing care nursing outcomes classification noc 6th edition standardizes the terminology and criteria needed to measure and evaluate outcomes that result from nursing interventions, nursing outcomes classification noc nursing directory s - the nursing outcomes classification noc is a comprehensive standardized classification of patient client outcomes developed to evaluate the effects of nursing interventions standardized outcomes are necessary for documentation in electronic records for use in clinical information systems for the development of nursing knowledge and the education of professional nurses, overview of the nursing outcomes classification noc - nursing outcomes classification noc st louis mosby p 197 outcomes in the current classification are developed for use at the individual level and relate to the patient or family caregiver outcomes applicable to other social units such as families and communities are being developed, nursing outcomes classification wikipedia - the nursing outcomes classification noc is a classification system which describes patient outcomes sensitive to nursing intervention the noc is a system to evaluate the effects of nursing care as a part of the nursing process